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desiccator. Pure AgNO, showed no appreciable E.M.F. OD 
compression, neither did KBr : a mixture of the two in 
equivalent quantities compressed between electrodes of Pt, 
and A g  had an E.M.F. of 0.08 Daniell. 

With AgCl and AgI the E.M.F.'s were smaller. 

Ag, AgC1, P t  = 0.03 Daniell. 
Ag, Agl,  Yt  = 0.04 ,, 

I n  both cases a marked darkening in colour was noticeable. 
Somewhat reniarkable is the fact that under high pressure 

AgBr becomes gradually transparent even when 3-4 millim. 
thick. At  the same time the electrical resistance increarJes 
considerably. For instance, in one case the resistance 
incremed gradually from 3-65. lo3 ohms t o  14.62. los ohins 
(measured with alternating current and telephone) in 'die 
course of 48 hours, pressure being continuously applied. 

Strsssbnrg, Physik. Institut. 

XIX. A Method of deternuking iWagnetic fIgsreresis loss in 
Straight Iron Strlps. By J. A. FLEMING, M A . ,  n.Sc. ,  
F.R.S., Professor of Electrical Engineering iw University 
College, London *. 

[Plate VII.] 

THE exact determination of the magnetic hysteresis loss 
in sheet iron as used for alternating current transformer 
construction has become of commercial importance of late 
years, Owing to the obvious necessity for reducing the core 
lossin transformers to  the lowest attainable limit, i t  is now the 
custom to carefully test the iron to be used and to express 
the determined hysteresis loss in the iron sheet, in watts per 
pound per 100 frequency, at a maximum induction during 
the cycle of 2500 C.G.S. units. Two processes are in 
ordinary use for effecting this measurement. The most 

* R e d  June 11,1897. 
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accurate but most tedious is by the employment of a ballistic 
galvanoiiieter and the graphical delineation of a number of 
(B, H,) cycles. This method has the advantage that it can 
be coiiducted with either small or large samples of iron, 
but the reduction of the observations to give the required 
hysteresis loss is very tedious ; and iiicluding the construction 
of the necessary ring-coil, the actual observations, and the 
rcductions, a single determination of the hysteresis value of 
an iron can hardly be carried out, even by a couple of 
industrious workers, in less than a day. 

The method employed by Professor Ewing and Mr, F. 
Holden of rotating a laminated specimen of' the iron in a 
inagnetic field, or rotating a field round the specimen and 
comparing the torque produced on the field-magnet or on 
the specimen with that produced by a similar sample of iroi-i 
of k n o ~ ~ n  hysteretic value or else iiieasuring it by a calibrated 
torsion spring, is very much inore rapid. This last method 
is, however, open to the great objection that if' used merely 
to  compare a sample of iron mith a standard sample, the user 
of the instrument is at  the mercy of his instrument-maker, 
He  receives with itone or more samples of iron which he is told 
have certain hysteretic values, but he cannot check the truth 
of the statement. Moreover, if he happens mechanically to 
injure the standard samples he may seriously change their 
hysteresis constant. The writer therefore sought for R 
method which should coinbine the advantages of both the 
above processes whilst eliniiiiatiiig their disadvantages, and 
which should be an absolute method, like the baliistic method, 
but at the s m e  time a rapid inethod like the rotating-field 
method. 

The fdowing paper contains a description of a process 
which is based upon the use of the bifilar reflecting wattmeter 
and operates upoii samples of' iron, large or small, in the 
form of straight strips which are simply slipped into a long 
magnetizing coil. All the actual practical work and the 
nuinerous calculations involved in putting this process to test 
have been conducted under the author's direction by Bfr. A. 
R. Peart and Mr, W. M. Park working in the Electrical 
Laboratory of Uiiiversity College, London ; and to these 
gentlemen belongs the full credit for a11 this portion of the 
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research as well as for the labour required in much tedious 
numerical and graphical work. 

The method is based upon an interesting discovery with 
regard to the distribution of the induction in a bundle of 
straight iron strips or iron or steel wires, when placed in a 
uniform magnetic field. 

If a long, straight, magnetizing coil is prepared by winding 
insulated +ire upon a paper or vulcanized fibre tube, and if 
the length of the solenoid is, say, ten times its mean diameter, 
then for a distance equal to at least three-quarters of the total 
length of the coil we have a practically uniform magnetic 
field in the interior of the bobbin, when a constant current is 
sent through the wire. If into this uniforni magnetic field a 
bar of iron or straight bundle of iron strips or 'iron wire is 
introduced, the length of the iron being not greater than the 
uniform portion of the interior field of the coil when the iron 
is not there, this iron has magnetic induction created in i t  
which varies in density from point to point in the bar, but is 
symmetrical in value about the central point of the bar. 

The induction density (B) is greatest in the centre of the 
bar but falls off towards each end. If the magnetizing coil is 
traversed by an alternating current, and if the iron is 
laminated, the maximum value of the induction density in 
the bar can be easily determined at any point in its length by 
placing upon the bar a flat bobbin of fine insulated wire which 
is connected with an electrostatic voltmeter capable of reading 
from 1 to 20 volts (see diagram). The first portion of this 
investigation was concerned with the study of the mode in 
which this induction density varies from point to point in the 
length of a bundle of iron strips or iron wire or steel rods of 
various lengths and diameters, thus placed in the centre of a 
long magnetizing solenoid. 

A magnetizing coil was prepared, wound on a paper tube, 
5.7 centimetres in internal diameter and 99 centimetres long. 
On this tube was wound, in three layers, a coil of 1235 turns 
of cott,on-covered copper wire, e064 inch diameter or of 
No. 16 size S.W.G. The resistance of this coil was 
1.069 ohms at  15' C. 

The number of turns per centimetre length of this coil was 
12.47. Hence since the interior central field is 4n/10 times 
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the ampere turns per unit of length of the coil, we have thus 
the value of the field H in the central regions of' the interior 
of this bobbin given by the equation 

H= 15-66 A, 

where A is the ampere current through the coil. 
The secondary or exploring coil consisted of a flat bobbin 

wound iip of silk-covered copper wire ,0024 inch in diameter 

V 

C. Mqnetiziny coil. I. Ivon str$. v. Exploriny coil. 
V. Electrostatic voBineter.. W. Wattmeter. D. Dynamometer.. 
Rh. Rheostat. A. Alter-nator. 

and having 2000 turns ; the thiclrness or length of the bobbin 
being 0.7 centimetre and the external diameter about 
4.5 centimetres. 

The exploring coil was wound on a circular ebonite former 
having a rectangular hole in it so as to closely fit the bundle 
of iron strips to be used, but at the same time it could be slid 
along the bundle. 

The voltineter used with it was one of Professor Ayrton's 
low-reading electrostatic instruments of the idiostatic type 
and rend from 1 to 25 volts, tho reading being taken by a 
lnirror and scale. The voltmeter was calibrated when 
required by means of standard cells or a potentiometer. 
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The first experiments werc coiiductrd with strips of trans- 
foi-iner iron, kindly furnished to us by Messrs. Sanltey. 
This sheet iron was a 0 1 2 1  of a n  inch or . O N 7  of a centimetre 
in thickness and the s t r i p  were each oiie inch or 2-54 ceiiti- 
metres wide. The stril)b used were of mrious lengths : 
60 centimetres, 30 centimetres, 15 centimetrcG, dow11 to 
5 centimetres. A bundle I (see diagram) of n certain number 
of strips was made and the secondary coil w slipped 011 to it. 
The magnctiziiig coil C \vas then traversed by an alteiiiating 
current having a. freqneiicy of SO -, and the I3,M.S. (root 
mean sqnare) value of' tlie current was rend by a dynamometer 
D or Kelvin balunce. 

The electrostatic voltmeter V being connected to the ends of' 
the secondary coil gttve the R.M.S. n l u e  of the induced 
electromotive force set up in the exploring coil. The foriii 
of' the curve of the primary current masevery nearly a true 
sine curve, aiicl the variation of induction density in the iron 
a t  any point closely followecl the same law. 

I n  any cilse, if f is the fOl'l1lfCrcto'P* of the secoiidary 
voltage curve, which in these experiments was 1-13, and if' 

?\T= the number of wiiidiiigs in the secondary coil, 
6 =the total cross-section of tlie iron, 
H =  the inasimuiii value of' the induction density in the 

iron in C.G.S. uiiits at that point in its length at 
which the secondary coil is placed, and 

n= the frequency of the induction cycle ; then if e2 is tho 
13.M.S. value of the secondary electroiiiotive forw 
in yolts as measured by the ~oltineter,  we llnve 

Helice the niasiniuiii Talue of the induction density B c m  
be calcnlated from the Bnown d u e  of all the other quantities. 
I n  this niaiiner a large nuinber of' nieasuremeiits of the 
y;llue of the induction density B were niade nt different 1)oints 
in the lengths of various bundles of i rm strips of different 
lengths ancl totd cross-sections. 

* See The hlteiniite Cui ient  T i n ~ ~ t f o i l ~ ~ c i , '  Fleiiiiiig, 1 ~ 1 ,  i .$ i ~ ~ r ,  ed., 
1) 583, for n referelice t o  this tenn. 
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These values were then laid down in a series of indnctioii 
density curves so drawn that the ordinates represented the 
iiiasiinuin value of the induction density in the bar at. dif- 
ferent transverse sections dong the half-length of the bar, 
taken as corresponding abscissa. 

I t  has been shown by Steiniiietz and fully confirnied by 
others that for most varieties of iron used for electrotechnical 
1)urposes the hysteresis loss in the iron, per cycle of induction, 
per cubic centimetre varies as a power of the niaxinium value 
of the induction density, which is very nearly 1.6, when that 
innximnni value of the induction density has any value below 
:ibout 9000 C.G.S. units. Hence if the ordinates of the 
above-mentioned iiidwtion curves are all raised to the 1.6th 
power nnd a new curve plotted showing the varintion of' 
B1'6 along the half-length of the bar, we have another curve 
which represents the  ariat ti on of the hysteresis loss per unit 
of ~~olunie  :dong the half-length of the hilr from point to 
point. A large series of such curves showing the varintion 
of B and were drawn for bundles of iron strips and steel 
of' different lengths and sections, and the results are collected 
and represented in the form of curves in the diagram in 
Plate YII. 

The upper curves in each case in the figs. 1, 2, and 3 in 
Plate Vll .  represent the " i t ion  of B along tho half-length 
of the bar, and the lower curves the corresponding curves 
for the sariation of 131'6. The first pair of dingrnins represent 
the result of varying the innximuin iiiduction density in the 
centre of a, bundle of strips of iron of' the same leiigth and 
section. 

The second pair of' diagrams give t,he curves showing the 
same results for bundles of iron strips of varying lengths but 
the same section. 

The third priir for yaiious samples of iron strips of the same 
length but different section. 

It is cleer from iliese diagrams therefore that such r7. bar or 
bundle of iron strips placed in an originally uniform magnetic 
field has a non-uniform induction density produced in it at  its 
yarious points, which is synimetric;d about the centre ; and a 
non-uniform hysteresis loss per unit of voluiiie also syxnmetrical 
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about the centre. The maximum values of each being at the 
centre of the bar. 

If we take the true mean value of‘ the varying distributed 
hysteresis loss per unit of‘ volume, it is obvious that at some 
point in  the half-length of the bar there must exist an actual 
induction density B1 such that the true meail hysteresis loss 
in  the whole bar is proportional to BC’6. Let this value of 
the induction density be called the efectiue walue, and the 
poirit in the bar at which it occurs the tfective point. Then 
the effective value B1 must be equal to the 1.6th root of the 
mean of the 1 4 t h  powers of the actual iuduction densities 
taken at  equidistant points all along the bar, or 

Bl= d n i .  B1’’j 
where m. Bp6 stands for the mean ordinate of the ciirve 
representing the varying valiies of B1‘6 all along the half‘- 
length of the bar. 

I f  then this effective value B1 of the induction density is 
calculated for each of the samples of iron strip used, and the 
position at  which the actual induction has t>his effective value 
is inarked off on the half-length of the bar (this position is 
represented by the cross on the curves given in Plat,e VII.), WO 

have noticed the remarkable fact that whaterer the length or 
sectiori of the i yon  strip may be, the point in the bar at zohich the 
ctctunl induction dmsi ty  has a value equal to the Pfective value, 
u h a y s  comes at the same pvoportional distance from tlie centre 
of tlie buy  ; and this distance is aery n e w l y  equal to -56 o f f h e  
Iu(f-length of the bar from the centiqe or at *22 of the ruhole 
length of the bai*fi*om one end. 

The follo\ving Table I. embodies all the results taken with 
bundles of annealed transformer iron strip (Sankey’s) of very 
different lengths and sections, and Table 11. siiiiilar observa- 
tions on rods of steel and hard iron ; and it will be seen that 
the effective induction in the case of the iron strip is always 
foulid at  a point, in the bar or bundle which is very ncarlj  
0-56 of the half-length of the bar from the centre. If’ 
therefore the secondary coil is placed at  that spot and the 
secondary voltage then observed used to calculate the in. 
duction density, the value so obtaiiied is that which corre- 
sponds to the true mean value of tlie varying hysteresis loss 

1.6 - 
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per unit of volume all along the har. In  other words, if we 
suppose the bar magnetized by an alternating current uni- 
formly and with a maximum induction density everywhere 
equal to that which it actually has under normal conditions 
at  0.56 of the half-length of the bar from the centre ; then 
the hysteresis loss in such a bar would be equal to that found 
in the bar as it is. I n  all cases where induction density values 
are given, these are to be understood as being the inaximuni 
values during the cycle unless otherwise stated. The frequency 
of alternations used was 8U. 

W e  have therefore in this useful fact regarding the distri- 
bution of indiiction in iron strips in a uniform magnetic field, 
the foundation of a quick method of determining the hysteretic 
constant of a sample of iron. 

If the iron sample, taken in strips, is placed as above in 
the interior of the long magnetizing coil, and if a sensitive 
wattmeter, suitable for nse with alternating currents, is con- 
nected therewith, we can nleasure the total power taken up 
in the iron and in the copper of the coils when any 1- riiown 
alternating current is passing through the magnetizing coil. 
If then the iron strips are withdrawn and another measurement 
of the same kind inade with the current passing through the 
magnetizing coil adjwted to the same value as in the first 
case, this last reading gives us the n attnieter-reading corre- 
sponding to a known power taken up in the copper of the 
magnetizing coils. Hence the first wattmeter-reading gires 
us the iron loss, together with the copper loss, and the second 
reading gives us the copper loss alone. The iron loss gives US 

the true mean value of the hysteresis loss in the iron, assuming 
the iron is so well laminated that eddy-current loss is prac- 
tically absent. 

The above-mentioned law as to the distribution of the 
induction enables us, then, to  assign the corresponding value 
of' the maxiniuin iiicluction density. 

Unless this can be done, the mere mean hysteresis loss mea- 
surement is no practical use *. 

* Nethods of measuring hysteresis loss by one observation of an instru- 
ment have been suggebted by other observers ; but the practical value of 
these methods has been rery small, because the investightors have not 
shown how the corresponding maximum d u e  of the effective induction 
is t o  be obtained. The rule above given supplies this deficiency. 

VOL. xv. (J 
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The operation of innking the inenii hysteresis nieasiirenient 

This was constructed in the following may :- 
The fixed orseries-coil consists of 90 turns of No. 1G S.W.G. 

cotton-covered copper wire wound in live layers on a rect- 
angular block of wood. The n io i~~ble  coil, or shunt-coil, 
consists of a rectangular coil of 20 turns of No. 24 S.W.G. 
wire? the turns being fmtened together with silk and shellac. 
This movable coil embraces, without touching, the fixed coil, 
as in a Siemens dynamometer. The movable coil is suspended 
by a bifilar suspension consisting of two silver mires -002 of' 
an inch in diameter aiid 37 centiin. long, fixed about 3 milliiii. 
apart. These wires are attached to the elids of the suspended 
coil, and serve to  coiivey the shunt-current in aiid out of the 
coil. The movable coil carries a colicavo silver mirror by 
means of which n sharp image of an iiicandesccnt lamp- 
filament is formed upon a scale at  a fixed distance of 100 
centim. from the mirror. A torsion-head carries the upper 
ends of the bifilar suspension, aiid serves to adsjust the zero. 

In series with the shunt-coil is a high non-inductive 
resistance of 1000 ohms. 

The resistance of the thick-wire fised coil of the wattmeter 
is ,133 of an ohin, and the resistance of the shunt-coil and 
suspension, without the associ,zteCl iiiductionless resistance, is 
11-7  ohms. 

When such n bifilar \\attineter is employed t o  iiieasure 
electrical power, it cu i  be shown that the deflexions of tlie 
movable coil, when not Ia~ge ,  are strictly proportional to the 
power passing through the wattmeter, so that each scale- 
division has an assignable power value, which in our case 
was almost exactly *01 of a watt per millimetre of scale. The 
arrangement of circuits mas then as shown in tlie diagram 011 

p. 205. The long magiietiziiig coil above described was col]- 
nected in series with the fixed coil of the wattmeter, and also 
with a sensitive electrodynamometer or aninleter suitable for 
measuring sm:i11 a1tern:iting currents of abon t :in :impere 01 

less in value. 
The shunt-coil of the wttiiieter was joined across the eiids 

is effected by n sensitive mirror bifilar electrodynamometer. 
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of the long coil. Suitlible resistaiices beyond controlled the 
current. 

The process of measurement was then as follows:-A 
bundle of straight iron strips was fitted with tho secondary 
coil at  the effective point, viz. a 5 6  of the half-length of the 
bar from the centre. The bundle was slipped into the mag- 
netizing coil, and an alternating current sent through the 
coil of such a magnitude (generally about - 2  of an ampere) 
as to give an induction density of not more than about 
6000 0. G. S. units at  the eEective point. The wattmeter 
deflexion was then rend. To interpret this reading the iron 
strips were removed from the coil and another wattmeter 
measurement made on the copper coil alone. As the removal 
of the iron sends up the current strength by decreasing the 
inductance of the circuit, it  is necessary to readjust the current 
to the same value as before, aud to know that, value in amperes. 
The resistance of the coil being known, and also the currelit 
piissing through it, we can calculate the power being taken 
up in the copper coil alone for this standard current; and 
hence know the power in watts producing the observed 
wattmeter deflexion. 

The tvattineter is therefore calilrated on the copper circuit 
of the mngnetizing coil, and from the known copper loss in 
this coil and the proportionality of its deflexions we are 
enabled to assign at once the value iii watts of its deflexion 
when used to measure both the iron loss and copper loss 
together when the iron strip is inserted in the coil. 

If tho induction is carried lip as far as 4000 or 5000 C.G.S. 
units a t  the effective point, and if the strips have a thickness 
Over -01 inch, then it becomes necessary to apply a small 
correction for the eddy-current loss set up in the iron. This 
can be at  once done by using the following simple practical 
formula given by the author* for this loss in rectangular 
sectioned strips. 

If t is the thickness of the strip in ? i d s  (1 mil = -001 inch), 
n is the frequency of the current, and B is the m:aimuni 

* See The Alternate Current Transformer,’ Fleming, vol. ii. p, 490, for 
proof of this forinnla. 
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value of‘ the induction density during the cycle at  any point 
on the bar, then it caii be shown that the eddy-current loss in 
w t t s  per cubic ceiitiinetre at that point in the rectangular 
or scctiond strip is closely given by the expression :- 

and hence for n given frequency and thickness the eddy- 
cnrreiit‘loss per pound of iron is very qniclrly found from a 
siinple parabolic curve representing E2 in t e rm of B. 

111 all tlie above observatioiis with the iron strip used, 
which was 1 2  inils thick, this correction has been applied, 
:~nd  it is sufficient for this purpose to take as B in the above 
forniula the value B, of tlie effective induction, 

The eddy-current loss varies from point to point in the bar, 
being always proportioiinl to the square of the inasiinum 
value of the induction density. Hence, properly spealiing, 
the niean value of the eddy-current loss should be obtained 
by inking the mean square value of the inductioii all along 
the half-length of the bnr, and using the mean-square value 
instead of the Bz iu the forinula above. 

We liave, however, found that the point on the half-length 
of‘ the bar a t  which the actual induction has n value equal to 
the root-mean-square value, or to the square root of the mean 
of the squares of the distributed induction, is ai\\ag’s very close 
to the point at which the 1.6th root of the mean of‘ the l*Gth 
powers of the distributed induction is found. I n  other words, 
the induction at the effective point is the induction corre- 
gponding to the inem eddy-current loss as well as to the mean 
hysteresis loss. This is shown by the curves given in figs. 4 
aiid 5, Plate VII., in which the curve inarked B is the curve of 
variation of the insximuin value of the induction-density 
along the half-length of a bundle of iron strips, aiid the curves 
inarked Bl” and B2 represent (to different scales) the variation 
of these powers of B. In a bar 5 centini. long (see fig. 5 ,  
Plate VII.) the points where the actual induction had a value 
equal to mid to ’ T n i .  B’ were only separated by 
a fraction of a inillimetre. Hence by another curious coinoi- 
deiice me are enabled to apply the proper correction for the 
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eddy-current 103s by tnlring the square of the effective induction 
El :ind putting its vnlne into the expression 

BI2ii2t2 

1 0 ' b  ' 
where n is the frequency and f .the thickness of the strip in 
miIs. 

I n  order to put the method to a test, n very careful 
deheriiiination wns made by the hallistic inathod of' the 
hysteresis loss of a sample of the trnnsforiiier iron strip used. 
A riiig-coil was prepared, and a series of' (B-H) cycles of 
inaguetizntion taken, and a hysteresis loop drawn, and from 
this loop it was found that for this iron the hysteresis loss wns 
-25 watts per pound per 100 cycles per second, for a maxinlum 
vdue  of the induction density equal to 2300 C.G.S. units. 

Straight strips of esnctly the same iron were then tested 
by the method here described, which for shortness will be 
c,uIled the '' straight coil " method, and the results of these 
tests with the iron in different conditions of harcluess are 
shown in the Tables III., lV., and V. 

It will be seen that the results of the '(straight coil" 
t8est with the wattmeter, as given in Table .TIL, g w e  exactly 
the same mean value for the hysteresis loss of the strip 
when not bent and unbent, : IS  did the calculations made 
from the ballistic test, viz. : *25 watts per pound per 100- 
per maximum induction density of 2500. The difference in 
the tiine of taking the tests is, however, immense. A very 
few minutes suffices to take t'he wattmeter tests, and the 
necessary calculations can be made in a comparatively short 
time. 

Many dozens of tests of irons can be made by the 
straight coil method in the time occupied by one ballistic 
test. 

There is another method bp which the hifilar wattmeter 
call be calibrated, but which is not, so generally coiivenient 
ns thnt above described. If the shunt and series coils of the 
\vnttriieter are joined up in series with each other; so as to 
forin a clj-namoineter, i111d if R known current I is passed 
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through these coils, causing a deflesion 9 in the niovable 
coil ; then when the instrument is used as a wattmeter with 
a total shunt-resistance R (including the added non-inductive 
resistance) the true power corresponding to a deflexion 8 is 
12R watts. 

Hence, from a curve showing the deflexion given by 
various currents, we can at once determine the constant of 
the instrument, when used as ;t wattmeter, with given shunt 
resistance. 

I f  this standardization is taken with continuous currents, 
then it is necessary to eliniinate the effect of the Earth’s field 
by taking right and left deflexions. The curve connectiiig 
square of current strength and the deflexions of the movable 
coil is nearly a straight line, i a  the case of the bifilar 
wattmeter. 

Standardizing our wattmeter in this wi~y with a continuous 
current, we then made another set of hysteresis measure- 
ments, with 12  strips of perfectly new slimenled transformer 
strips (Sankey’s), with the results shown in Table VI. Two 
other sets of observations for hainmered and hardened iron 
are given in Tables VII. and VIII. 

As a. matter of‘ fact, in the above experiments in the obser- 
vations given in Tables Ill., IV., V., VlI., and VILI., the 
wattmeter was standardized by sending known and measured 
currents through the copper coil and obtaining a wattmeter 
constant by finding the deflexions corresponding to lrnown 
copper losses in the copper coil. Thus are found the following 
figures, when using the wattmeter to measure power taken 
up in the magnetizing coil alone :- 

Known copper loss 
(C2R) calculated from 
observed ourrent and 

coil reaistance in watts. 

Scale-deflexions of Watts per millimetre 
wattmeter in of soale-deflexion of 
millimetres. wattmeter. 

e398 
-292 
*197 

39.1 
28.9 
19.0 

-0102 
*0101 
-0103 
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I n  the cwu of the observations given in TaLle VI., we 
employed the inethod of determining the wattineter constant 
by 1)assing known currents through its coils joined up in 
series and used as a dynamometer, and from the curve 
showing relation of (current)Z to deflexions we could at any 
nioment find the wattmeter constant. 

The method described above has this great advantage that 
tile test can be made on fairly large samples of iron, and it 
can be made with an  alt(mmting current having any desired 
and practical form factor. The iron is tested under condition8 
which are exactly similar to those under which i t  will be used 
i n  transformer manufacture, and, in fact, the straight mag- 
netizing coil and iron sample constitute an open circuit 
transformer of very small power factor. 

The above described method effects a great saving of time 
in comparison with the ballistic method, whilst at the same 
time it is an absolute inethod and does not depend upon com- 
parisoiis with other iron samples of supposed known hysteretic 
value. 

In coiivertiiig hysteresis losses from one iliaxiilium induc- 
Lion-density B to another by the aid of Steinmetz',r law, it is 
useful to have the arithinetic d u e s ,  for different values of B, 
of the ratios of B1'6 to 25001.G; since B= 2500 C.G.S. units is 
generally taken :IS the st:indard induction-density in reference 
to hysteresis determinations. The following table (Table 1X.) 

TABLE IX. 
Showing the Talues of the liatio of B1''j to 25001'6. 

B, 

1000 
1500 
1000 
%5 00 
aooo 
3500 
4000 
4500 
5000 
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gives these ratios with sufficient accuracy for all practical 
work. Thus, for instance, if the value of the hysteresiv loss 
in an iron has been determined at  a maximum induction- 
density doring the cycle of 5000 uniis, and we wish to know 
the value at 2500 units, the observed d u e  has to be divided 
by 3.031 to obtain the required resnlt. 

DISCUSSION. 
Mr. CARTER asked whether roots other than the l*Gth gave 

Dr. FLEMING said it seemed to be the result of accident 
a siniilar const~unt value of t,he indnction density. 

that the 1*6th root gave a constant value for iron. 

XX. Atteizuation of Electric Waves d o n g  Wi~es arid theb 
ReJEe.vion at the Oscillatov. B y  EDWIN H. BARTON, D.Sc., 
F.R.S.E., Senior Lectcaw in Physics at Unizlevsity College, 
Nottinglmn *, 

'IJAST year Mr. Bryan and the present author realized 
experimentally the absorption by a terminal bridge of the 
electric waves incident upon i t  5 .  The first application of 
this result which suggested itself was the use of such a bridge 
in determining the attenuation (or rate of decay) of the 
waves along their parallel leads. For, if one can at pleasure 
either (1) practically absorb the waves, or (2) reflect them 
practically undiminished, a suitable electrometer being inserted 
in the line, we have in the first case a single passage of the 
wave-train past the electroinet#er, and in the second a number of 
passages of the wnve-train until it is practically quenched by 
its repeated losses. Thus, the electrometer in the second 
case is affected by the suin to infinity of two geometrical 
progressions, viz. ,  those due to the forward and return 
waves respectively. Wlierens in the first case, wlicn tho 

* R e d  J u n e  25,1897. 
t Proc. Phys. Soc. vol. xv. pp, 23-30, 1807; Phil. Rlng. [6] xliiL 

pp. 39-46, 1897. 


